
Python Range Float

In Python range() tutorial, we have seen that we can create an iterable for a sequence of integers. That is
because range() function accepts only integers for start, stop and step arguments.

So, to generate Range of floating point numbers, we have to either workaround range() function to generate
sequence of floating point numbers. We shall look into an example for this workaround.

Also, there is a function in numpy() library, arange() function, that can generate a sequence of floating point
numbers. We will also look into this with some examples.

Python Range of Floating Numbers using numpy.arange()

In this example, we will use numpy.arange() function to generate an iterator to the sequence of floating point
numbers.
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Python Range of Floating Numbers using range()

In this example, we will use range() function to create a sequence of floating point numbers. The idea is that,
we shall multiply with some integer, say scaling factor, that would make these floating point values to integers,
and then we shall generate a range() object. During iteration, if we divide each element with the same scaling
factor, we get sequence of floating point numbers.
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Python Range Float

import numpy
 
start = 0
stop = 0.9
step = 0.1
 
for i in numpy.arange(start, stop, step) :
    print(i)
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Output

You may have to change the scale based on the start, stop, and step values. Or you may write a function to
calculate an optimized scale based on these start, stop and step values. Or you can always take a very high
scale value like 1000000000000.

Conclusion

In this Python Tutorial, we learned how to create a Python Range with floating point values.

start = 0
stop = 0.9
step = 0.1
 
scale = 10
 
for i in range(int(scale*start), int(scale*stop), int(scale*step)) :
    print(i/scale)
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